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Alan Cudd
Celtic Dirge

digital photo composite
12" x 18"
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A Concertina’s Lament

The squeeze box plays a lively Irish reel
as leather bellows breathe the Celtic tune.
Her concertina sings when buttons feel
the ancient beat from bodhran’s drumming rune.
The music’s melody, a love affair, 
forms images of “Maggie on the Shore.”
Then sadness slows her hands to play an air,
the drone a distant melancholy score.
Each finger lingers on the woeful notes,
lamenting lives the famine stole away 
from “Fields of Athenry,” when prison boats
transported banished souls to Botany Bay.
 Her grief becomes the concertina’s slave,
 a dirge for orphaned children in the grave.

© 2016 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Carol Stoecker
Freedom No More

acrylic on hardwood
15.5” x 27.5”
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A Rare Moment of Delight

“Ahh, it feels so good to be alone.
Alone and free to be just me.
To go where I want, to see
strange things I’ve never

seen before. Isn’t that okay?
Just once in awhile?

“Uh oh! Can’t go that way.
Another leg-forest blocks the road.
Those pointy sticks with stiff wings

they use to shoo us away
are painful when they hit.

Why don’t they like us? We like them.”

“Fluffy!  There you are, you naughty dog.”
“Oh, dang!  She found me. Goodbye freedom.”

© 2015 Jacqueline Stem
All rights reserved
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Robin Huttash
Island Life

watercolor
16" x 20"
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Adventure

Away across the mountain peak
Away across the seas

I fly with wings of wandering gull
My eyes and heart will turn and seek
Mysterious caves with golden keys
A freedom born, a wandering soul

Til canyon’s depths I scour and delve
The heart of deepest earth

Til oceans vast I conquer and know
With journey’s memories on my shelf

I see the island’s fiery birth
Black molten rock, the enchanting glow 

© 2017 Julia Marincel
All rights reserved
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Darla Bostick
Sunrise on the Sacramento

collage
14” x 14”
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An American Morning
        Land of Products, Home of Trademarks

The SeoSan Clock reads California 6:01 a.m., 73°. 
While praying, using my Zondervan Publishing House 
New International Version Bible, I’m double-energized 
by its message and Folgers roasted in our Mr. Coffee 
Maker. Having toasted Ray’s Food Store Bakery & 
Deli’s Banana Nut Bread in the Black & Decker, I scan 
the TODAY Show’s Morning News on our SONY TV. 
Warming my coffee in our Kenmore Elite Microwave, I 
bake a pie crust in the Jenn Air oven (using Gold 
Medal Flour, Great Value Butter, Kirkland Pure Salt, 
and ice water from the Pur Faucet,) I’ll add picked 
blackberries later. Stuffing JCPenny HOME Sheets 
in our new Speed Queen Washer, I’m hoping we won’t 
miss our last dinosaur Kenmore Washer which lasted 
40 years. Needing a drink, I push a glass for H2O under 
the Whirlpool Refrigerator’s outside compartment, just 
before I take a call from the ancient Power-Max Uneden 
phone, in the modern Lindal Cedar Homes cabin that 
cousin Bill built.

I carry my chilled refreshment downstairs, and sit in the 
summer’s sunshine besides the flowing Sacramento River, 
an outward sign of His Hand of grace, mercy and peace ...*  
all around us, even inside our home.

© 2017 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
*2 Timothy 1:2
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Bobbie Windle
On the Wind
watercolor

18" x 22"
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At the Kite Festival

Shaped like a big bat,
the bluish-black stunt kite
with long red tail
climbs, swoops, dips, and dives
before gyrating in giant circles.
Spinning faster and faster
in ever increasingly smaller circles,
the red tail becomes a lariat
that lassos the sky.

She watches him in the open field,
observes his hands, the subtle motions
that control the dual lines,
makes the kite do his bidding.
She remembers when they first met,
how quickly the small things he did
set her emotions spinning faster
and faster, until her heart strings
spun in circles, entwined her heart, 
bound them together for life.

© 2013 Catherine L’Herisson
All rights reserved
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Lorraine Hayes
Beachcombing

watercolor
21” x 36”
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Big Boat on a Broad Beach

An old large boat half buried, rests in the sand
far from the harbor; its brown skeleton shelters
two little girls both wearing overalls and white
cotton blouses; they laugh and play in the sand

picking up shells, snails, and crabs’ carcasses…
Far, in front of the boat, the large broad beach
expands in the distant view… The ocean moves
with the wind its massive liquid blue body divided

in rough navy-green transparent waves, dying,
leaving foamy white traces in the sand.
The boat skeletal contour feels the salty wind
eroding the remains of its brown wooden

body, but the warmness of the little humans’ mud
grants it hope to survive its un-surviving decaying
nature.  Far up in the firmament the sun’s grandeur
announces is noontime in the South.

© 2015 Nancy DeHonores
All rights reserved
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Aurora Cabrera
Memories of the Hippie Girl in the Woods

watercolor
22” x 28”
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Changes

I walk in lush lands
frequented when I was young
observing mature
trees where slender saplings stood.
Seeing their differences
I would like to know
does this forest recognize
any change in me?

© 2014 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Carolyn Johnson
Cherish the Beauty While It Lasts

watercolor
29.25” x 22”
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Cherish the Beauty While It Lasts

The morning sunlight shimmers 
on diamonds dropped 
from last night’s showers

across petals of violet 
Rose of Sharon blooms. 
Sinuous edges 

fan out like silky  
ballroom dresses. 
Deep red accents blaze

in the blossom center – 
a base for anthers and stamen. 
The Rose of Sharon fragrance

draws bees and butterflies  
with irresistible nectar. 
This fragile beauty 

like life, so transient , 
soon will shrivel and die 
to make room for  
new arrivals. 

© 2017 Richard L Weatherly
All rights reserved
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Junanne Peck
Gaia

drypoint
17” x 14”
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Daffodil Hill

Our friendship sleeps like a bulb
buried deep in the soil of the soul
content to rest, curled up, self-contained;
encased in love until your voice
quickens it once more, calling forth
blossoms so sweet, so fresh
I’d think them new if every year
we had not gathered daffodils together,
filling each other’s arms with flowers
grown lush on laughter, tears and time.
Persistent love renews itself perennially –
bulb, leaf, stalk, bud, enlivened each season 
by Gaia’s green fuse.

© 2012 Christine Irving
All Rights Reserved
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Darla Bostick
These Boots Were Made for Dancin’

watercolor
16” x 20”
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Dancing in Abilene

All of us were twirling
around the dance floor.
The North Texas Push was in
and if you were really suave
you and your date
did not look at each other.

We fast danced
but our feet never left the floor. 
We knew to temper fun.
Some strolled, stood side by side,
locked arms and did the funky walk
to “Bright Lights, Big City.”

We claimed our right to free speech,
and we chose the language of dance. 
We learned new moves,
special steps as we juked 
across the courthouse floor,
movement balancing movement ––
button-down collar, Ivy League pants
opposite Angora sweater,
straight skirt slightly above liberated knees.
We danced the hucklebuck; 
we were poets.

© 2017 J. Paul Holcomb 
All rights reserved
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Chris Bryan
Leaves and Fairies

graphite
19.5” x 16.5”
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Differing Demons

I sit in contemplation
of the wind
as large leaf flurries
fall around me

Down below
my neighbor
drunk on spirits
bellows in rage
tormented by his demons

While mine
dance like fairies
in the gale

© 2017 Marjorie Chesebro
All rights reserved
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Lola Newell
Cascade Falls

watercolor
16” x 20”
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Discovering the Waterfall

The banks held in the water’s flow 
along the earthen edge.
A push behind moved all downstream
‘til challenged by rock ledge.
Where hard rock met the softer stones
the water seeped, then spilled.
Cascading down, it etched away
more porous stone at will,
and teased the unsound crevices
to widen, then to split, 
exposing light to each new face
and tumbled pebbled grit.

Was I the first to greet that day
poised on that point of rock?
to feel spray below the falls,
behold the water’s drop?
to see the sun in morning’s glow
slip rays between the clouds?
A  rosy-orange of early morn
forever memory bound.

© 2016 Becca Hines
All rights reserved
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Glynis Lumley
Storm Watch

oil
27" x 32"
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Drifting 

Near sand dune patterned beaches
beneath billowing clouds,
tides and time paint shifting scenes 
speaking to new dreams.

I recline in wet sand
at water’s edge, waiting 
for waves to wash over me,
pull me into their embrace,
lift me from this shore
into deep water currents
flowing to newfound adventures.

Knowing –
only my feet or pen can take me
places I desire to go.

© 2016 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Jackie Haugen
Eyes Don’t Lie

acrylic
23” x 19”
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Eyes Never Lie

Bud creeps across the yard,
nose down, eyes like two tiny crystal balls
showing past, present and future all in one look,
close enough to earth to capture summer 
in the waning days of fall, sniffing stories 
from grass decay, sorting fact from fiction.

This rescued canine Heinz 57 encounters 
no terrain too taxing, no lake too deep, 
no tree ignored. He measures wealth 
by counting members of his pack with nose nudges
or body bumps, never hides his feelings. 
A growl identifies enemies, rare show of teeth
to telegraph the point. 

Those who say dogs can’t smile never met Bud, 
no Mona Lisa looks on his canine face, 
no doubts about intentions. Head cocked 
to one side, he stares truth into every soul. 
Humans make hate and love far too complicated. 
I want to be like Bud, my tongue 
to speak without riddles, deceit or deception,
my eyes to see without seeking agendas,
my heart to accept and trust without fear. 
I may be asking for too much.

© 2017  Robert Schinzel 
All rights reserved
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Mary Wright
Frantic Departure

digital photograph
18” x 15”
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Fear in the Forest

While walking on a trail through forest duff
I sensed no danger in this darkest wood. 
Then something brushed my face to call my bluff
and stop my forward progress where I stood.
It stretched across the path a body length
as sunlight filtered through the silk motif.
The web’s alluring look disguised its strength
and hid the spider lurking like a thief.
When nearing webs I use a cautious eye
to search for inhospitable intent.
Did this web spinner think those passing by
would fail to see the lace for what it meant?
 Perhaps ambition in a spider’s plan
 is equal to the fears in mortal man.

© 2015 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Randy Honeycutt
Spirit Rising

canvas wrap print
16" x 24"
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Gravity

Trungpa said my sadness would bring
 my warrior spirit
that from it would spring the fearlessness I need
 to live in awareness
I recognize this in your song, every vibration ––
 notes pulling me toward you
I don’t know who you are
 what you are
but I believe grief opens me to you
 these tears a path to being alive
habit keeps me swallowing them
 but when I remember
 I allow each
            to 
                                  fall

© 2016 Samika Swift
All rights reserved
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Alfredo Santesteban
Tempus Fugit

acrylic
12” x 12”
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Hourglass

An hourglass shows the passage of time
like an antique clock that chimes.

The river of time is forever moving along,
singing many a life-song.

A minute gone can never be found;
A glimpse of a friend may not again come around.

 As we share today’s sun in history’s zillions of years,
a brotherhood we seem to be, in this immense universe.

It would be a stunning surprise
when proven there’re outer-space beings from distant skies.
As great men search other planets for sisters and brothers,

I first should give a smile to our cross-the-street neighbors …

© 2017 Vicky Li
All rights reserved
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Lin Hampton
Kwan Yin of the Lettuce

oil
18" x 24"
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Kwan Yin of the Lettuce

Lettuce unfolds like lotus
growing out of mud
opening in beauty to the sky.
Like willow she loves water 
plumping her green cells 
or beading textured leaves
spread, lush as springtime, 
to gather heaven’s tears.

So too the Goddess gathers 
divine nectar of life: 
distilled essence 
of moonflower, lotus, jasmine
magnolia, sunflower, ginger
rice, barley, millet, wheat
mustard, lemon, persimmon, peach
poured upon the world as balm
in blest surcease from sorrow.

© 2004 Christine Irving
All Rights Reserved
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Tonya Littmann
Leap Frog

fiber
22” x 18”
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Leap, Frog
    (For Billy Martin, Artist)

Billy created primal plant perceptions,
freshness in frogs as they consider tongue-flicks,
then strategize leaps to bedazzle beholders.
Ready-to-spring crouching reflected on canvas,
often burlap, surprises, creates natural images
that leave the viewer thinking of new,
never-discovered grandeur.

Skilled observation discerns color gradation,
stem to leaf; able artistry uses genius
to modify green just enough for a viewer
to think subtlety is being seen for the first time.

He’s gone now, leaving his plants wrinkling
in shadow while his frogs plan leaps,
compelling awe Billy has captured forever

© 2017 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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Debbie Beauchamp
Blooms of Life
mixed media

26” x 20”
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Life in Bloom 
 a prayer for Quinn Ivy

Flower, grow and now with haste.
Flower, grow no time to waste.
Flower, grow and reach the sky,
delight of every butterfly.

Flower, grow and find thy bloom.
Flower, grow and none too soon.
Flower, grow without delay,
the joy of which words cannot say.

Flower, grow through heats disdain.
Flower, grow to caress the rain.
Flower, grow to draw the sun
to every petal one by one.

Flower, grow before the frost.
Flower, grow before time is lost.
Bow thy head before winter’s wind
‘til Mother calls you to wake again.

© 2016 Cache Boles  
All rights reserved
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Gail Cope
Gorilla Madonna

acrylic
36” x 36”
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Madonna of Humility
 Virunga

Her celestial blue and royal purple is a sheen 
on blackness blacker than melanin-rich skin 
of rangers who lay down their lives in love, standing 
up to buyers and sellers of holy relics 
poached by as well as from fierce, martyred fathers.

Seated lowly on the ground, she is the throne. 
She receives her Infant’s question in intimate gaze:
Mama, must I? Father’s will be done?
Mother and Child do not command but lead us by example
to the ground of our ancestors, whence our salvation 
comes in four-cornered tessera edges, nucleotides, 
the eternal, evolving mosaic of shared patterns.

Her flowing veil of modesty, her sanctuary cloak 
outline rivers and coastlines, forested mountains, 
borders, scars of empire testified by golden halo
light in the eyes of we beholders: Look at her arm!
No man could best her at hard labor. Our ancestress, 
noble as Byzantine Empress Theodora or Queen Nzinga, 
her Child as holy as any other martyr.

© 2018 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Jo Williams
Picque-nique Avec Vue

watercolor
18.25” x 23.25”
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Midnight on the Roof at Villa Velleron

There would have been no lights in the 14th century,
but these walls were here – some fellow crazed poet 

out on this very same ledge, succulents hedged between
terracotta tiles; lumber at least 500 years old when 

it was cut and scrolled for beams and olive presses.
He would have lived with a found cat named Chaz, 

drank wine from vines planted by ancient Greeks –
both of us, glass in hand, seeking solace from these empty, 

smooth-trod streets; the dark, Luberon Mountains,
a sleeping god; the same virgin moon in our eyes; 

counting these bells that always cry twice – once for the lovers
of the shadows; once again, for the lovers of the pen.

karla k. morton
2010 Texas State Poet Laureate
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James J. Johnson, Jr.
Monument Valley

watercolor
28.5” x 35”
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Monument Valley – Dinétah Legacy

White men call this place Monument Valley. 
To the Navajo, the sacred expanse of 
red sandstone buttes, mesas and spires, 
Valley of Rocks – Dinétah the Navajo home.

Daylight breaks in a line of gold and red 
across the eastern horizon.  
Azure sky spreads to deep blue in the west 
as fingers of sunlight reach into the sky.

Long shadows cast mirrored forms 
of majestic monuments and sunlight 
illuminates rock faces in shades of rust.  
Daylight brings a brisk breeze across my brow.

A breathtaking landscape, a broad valley  
in the Colorado Plateau where buttes and mesas 
rise over a thousand feet above the Valley of Rocks. 

Bleating Navajo-Churro sheep graze on grasses, 
sparse tumbleweed, yucca and junipers, 
their wool the source of Navajo blankets.

John Ford made the valley an iconic symbol 
of the American West in the 30s when he  
filmed Stagecoach with John Wayne.

Navajo code talkers saved countless lives in WWII 
Secret messages in Navajo, unbreakable by Japanese.

© 2017 Richard L Weatherly
All rights reserved 
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Carol Stoecker
Murphy’s Day Out
acrylic on canvas

24” x 18”
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Ode to a Golf Cart, By Murphy the Dog

Adventure is my middle name.
Oh, how I love to take trips.
Any ride, any day, anywhere that is my game!

I used to think the car my thing,
‘specially in my ruff-and-ready doggie seat,
I liked the better view height could bring.

But then my heart began to swell and soar.
My tail wagged in absolute joy
for now, it is the golf cart, I truly adore!

Down the street we scoot and zip.
The wind in my face, free to smell and sniff.
It is a most incredibly wonderful trip!

Down to the dog park we travel,
‘round the neighborhood we drive. 
A multitude of smells I breathe and unravel.

A transportation marvel I cannot leave 
her comfortable alfresco seats
So I am snoozing in the cart, ‘til the next trip I receive!

© 2017 Ana Corey
All rights reserved
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Randy Honeycutt
Kiwi Memories

canvas wrap print
16" x 24"
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Out of Brokenness

I pour out empty words of reflection
on a simple stretch of Waikawa Beach
where surf curls into a large inland hug
before depositing her lifted treasures.

Bending, I turn over a Pacific Oyster shell,
empty sand and water from skeletal remains,
its matching winged half
long lost in striving waves.

Holding one piece of the jewels
rolled upon this interior coast,
I walk in silence on shredded stone and shell
whose brokenness creates new dunes
that lead me to higher ground.

© 2017 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved 
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Becca Hines
Early Morning Risers

watercolor
12.25” x 22.25”
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Planned Destinations

The grid of streets, wide avenues
laid out in plans when towns were new
could center on one street or square.
The other streets crisscrossed from there.
With side streets numbered, one could tell       
that lettered streets would parallel
the main streets named for presidents
or sometimes noted residents. 

A town where stucco, brick, and wood,
were mixed in blocks for neighborhoods –
where trees arched high across the streets 
and ‘downtown’ was the place to meet
for groceries, donuts, nails, and mops,
or clothing, drug-store types of shops.

There, main streets were the highway, too,
and travelers stopped while passing through
to eat a bite or buy some gas
or close a deal they couldn’t pass.
Some towns so small that in four minutes
you’d be crossing city limits.

So next time you’re not freeway bound,
seek out the roads that go through town.  

© 2017 Becca Hines
All rights reserved
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Carol Henry
Clearwater Crossing

oil
24” x 36”
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Prairie Thunder 

With the wind, she will run. With the moon, she will dance.
She will storm past the clouds if given the chance.

Through canyons’ cathedral, across buttes, painted sage,
these prairies and plains provide her the stage.
From plateaus and gorges, across rivers and streams,
on thundering hoof beats she lives out her dreams.

From great Spanish Galleons, her ancestors have come,
with each new herd’s passing, this Homeland was won.
Like family to Comanche, these Mustangs became
on the great Western Vista that no men should tame.

They bask long in the sun, these mares and their foals
where bluestem ripples to prairie’s ebb and flow.   
Below Vistas Majestic these young ones now stand,
their place at the edge of the Universe Grande.

Old generations lead each spring season the new,
the hope of tomorrows that rest with the few.
And so, the new yearlings, the new mothers-to-be
will create the next chapter in the Land of the Free.

With the wind, they will run. With the moon, they will dance
and will dwell here forever ‘neath Heaven’s expanse.

© 2017 Cache Boles
All rights reserved
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Carol Rowley
The Programmer

watercolor and ink
25” x 18”
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programmer

her world was ones and zeros
one one one one one zero one
black black white black white white white
day day night day night day
yes yes yes yes yes yes no no
and it was a happy enough world
so easily set through paces cleanly 
like a horse over hurdles a well-trained pony 
on the bridle path and colors washed the walls 
around her as if a dreamed cocoon of rainbows
though that meant choices: indigo and navy, 
lilac and violet, crimson and scarlet —
all well beyond the familiar night 
one one zero black white white
zero night and here it gained a kind
of eternity kindly growing rocking
to twine sleep and wake far far far
near near near far near and the focus
of this yin and yang world opened
narrow spaces where event horizons
exploded like the Fourth of July
spark shine sparkle twinkle glitter
night night glitter glow shine shine spark
glisten night night zero one one yes yes

© 2018 Susan Maxwell Campbell
All rights reserved
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Nel Dorn Byrd
Autumn

watercolor
21” x 28”
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Savor and Save

I pass in silence through a pleasant vale,
by chance to come upon a river scene.
Blushes of season colors still prevail,
create a quiet image — indeed pristine.

Soft leaves of red and yellow drip from trees,
casting mirrored images to waters down below.
The lazy river slowly moves without a breeze
where shades of blue and green enhance the show.

The view captures beauty beyond compare,
as Mother Nature in her own way pleads,
requesting we preserve her treasures there
for future generations and their needs.

© 2012 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Barbara S Lindley
Somewhere Closer to the Rainbow

watercolor
17.5” x 22”
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Somewhere Closer to the Rainbow

Eating breakfast at the table,
I am still startled, surprised
each time I look up,
see the mountain range
dark in the distance,
like a baked confection
dusted with powdered sugar,
the closer hills frosted with snow.
Having just arrived last night,
I know, like Dorothy,
I am no longer in Kansas,
which I never was to begin with,
but I am certainly not back home.
There, my appetite dulled,
blocked by gray, wooden fence,
I languished, starved of stimulus.
Here, I feast, savoring
each bite of scenery.
Unlike Dorothy, maybe I don’t care
if I follow the yellow brick road,
ever reach Emerald City,
find my way back home.

© 2012 Catherine L’Herisson
All rights reserved 
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David Blow
Squirrel Foraging

digital photograph
30” x 30”
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Squirrel Antics

Rush, rush, rush,
moving quickly around the red oaks
fluffy tan tail trails in the breeze.

Rush, rush, rush,
racing across neighborhood streets
from one yard’s tree trunk to another.

Rush, rush, rush,
grabbing an acorn on the go
before getting back to business.

I stop my rushing and he stops
one, two seconds,
letting me snap a photo
before I rush to my next errand.

© 2017 Betty Roberts
All rights reserved
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Olivia Walker
Stepping on Every Word

mixed media
20.5" x 16.5"
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Strolling in Iambic Pentameter

I tread the sonnet on my walk:
left foot unstressed,
right foot stressed,
but I am in no hurry, so my lines are long
and lingering,
occasionally running into one another.  A thought
or two appearing fully formed
in rhyme,
others simply slanted,
all of them stretched out along the sidewalk
in perfect meter –
me stepping
            on 
                       each
                                and
                                       every
                                         word.

© 2015 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Robin Huttash
My Buddy

watercolor
22" x 30"
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The Ballad of Big Red

He was pick of the litter, the biggest of all,
Labrador retriever by name.
He’s never in his life learned to sit upright,
flops on one hip like he’s lame.                             
Hunting and swimming came easy for Red,
thinking it’s all just a game.
The gazelle in him gallops as I jiggle his gate,
sweet freedom and a walk his first aim.

A great love he has for a lake or a pool, if you 
toss him a throw he’ll tear out.
But his biggest bang is a watering hose,
he’ll attack it and leave no doubt,
that he’s king of the water and king of the run,
which no longer makes him pout, 
for he pushes through fence, making a hole
the size of a car, with his snout.

Truly gentle is he when young grandsons arrive, 
unless food in their hands he’ll see,
it’s gone in a flash by a lick of his tongue
without an apology.
Texas summers he cools in a hole he has dug, 
as deep as the Galilee.
Our home must seem like heaven to Red -
constantly waggin’ his tail ‘round me!

© 2016 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
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Roxanne Musick
Let Go of the Ashes

colored pencil
20” x 25”
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The Guardians

I call them the guardians.
They can be angels, devils, or beasts of another kind.
Sitting within to guide, as the road of life unwinds.
Always present, yet not really there.
Often called upon when times are unfair.
We all have them, some seen, some not.
Some thanked – while to others, the thanks forgot.
Look around – be aware of the ghosts of the mind
Who dance with the heart, they twirl and fly
Far past what we know to be our mind’s eye.
Pushing past the limits to more than we see.
They hold a space – the guardians do,
Of time, of possibility, of things eternal.
In them, we see a path, a way to be.
For they see far beyond what we can see 
To what we can become.

© 2014 Ione Hunt von Herbing, Ph.D.
All rights reserved 
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Carmen Underwood
Painted Bunting’s Song

watercolor
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The Painted Bunting’s Song

I am waiting for the peace to come, on the halo of the trees,
the dancing of the light, the rising sun on leaves 
individual as they dance, twinkling in the wind
to their own rhythm, yet swaying as one in the end.

The painted bunting comes to Paul’s tree, singing a love song
despite his bright color, camouflaged, hidden all along
as he woos his mate, imploring her with his red-orange breast
to join him in the distant trees where they will soon make a nest.

She lands on the wrought iron fence, playing coy.
When his flirtations call to her to fly in mutual joy,
they swoop in a mid-air dance of delight
down to the ground in a tussle, before again, taking flight.

I feel joy in their sight and am lifted by their song
then a pang of jealousy, their love near, mine now gone.
They are able to thrill in their love for each other.
Sadly, I must wait for another.

For the one who gave me that glint in his eye
much as the bunting asked his mate to fly
has left me much too soon, called to another place
and left me to gaze alone, at the rising sun’s face.

But I know that love never dies
despite our loneliness and our cries.
For love is eternal, an energy never gone,
that rings in our ears like the bunting’s song.

© 2017 Ana Corey 
All rights reserved
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To Belong

To belong, Not
To belong
To long and long
For the long hours
Of a summer night
In Jerusalem of my
Childhood, long ago
When time
Merged into a deep and vast
Endless starry sky that seemed
Would never end.

And then, the Big Bang!
I’m in the Big Bend
At the present
The moon is crescent,
The Milky Way is pouring
Into my eyes just showing
The Chisos Mountains’
Christmas night tango of the darkness!

© 2017 Michael Bergel 
All rights reserved 
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John Calabrese
To Reach the Stars: From right- VV Cephei, Antares, Betelgeuse,  Rigel, The Sun
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To Reach the Stars

can leave some scars,
so please don’t leave,
it’s not yet time. 
When it will come,
we all will know–
the zodiac, arrows
and the bow.
Heaven is here,
your sky map lies:
magenta night buds,
mother earth’s still warm,
and our peach tree
is not yet grown.
Red giant dreams
are drawing you home;
gravitation pulls
you, a seducing glow,
but while the sun shines,
it can burn and blow. 

© 2018 Michael Bergel 
All rights reserved
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Moonlight

photograph
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Trees

Lying down ... I looked up
They pierced through the sky
I looked sideways ... they stood like armed guards
These chameleons change their story 
from every angle ... everyday
Ghost trees standing knee-deep in swamps
Wearing rags of fog and praying in silence
In spring, they whisper, lullabies to baby leaves
When fall comes with gusty winds
Gold, crimson and burgundy 
Butterfly leaves blow away
... Now naked
Shameless they stand to a blushing moon
Showing off their muscles
Crooning their dark songs

© 2017 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Unfettered, I

let go,
trusting in 
all I cannot see.

I open wings,

release a clawed hold
on branching strands of silver
whose shadows 
are of my own creation.

Beating into the gusts
above the Canyon of Eagles
I push

wind against my chest,
leaning into the unknown,
where surely
as I no longer stand,

I fly.

© 2015 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Waterless Waves

The image of waterless waves
rises across an iridescent weave 
as she slides her right hand down 
into the length of one loose sleeve.

Long flowing scarves cascade across the left
as repeated warp colors ripple woven threads
into deeper shadows, where the bases of arched forms 
never break on any shore.

The background weft borrows midnight from the sky,
while fibers of the quiet leaf-green and light blue,
surging bright aqua and navy,
gather as if to pour along her arms.

The woman glides along the busy streets
of a quiet Midwest city, and people stare
as if they’ve never seen a woman stroll,
wrapped in moving water.

© 2018 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Hand Me Downs

monotype
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What my Irish grandfather would have said:

We the impoverished scour burnt pots, repair 
the clattering lawn mower, and use again
what is already reused: yarn for placemats,
that, worn, become dish rags, that, thin,
become braided rag rugs under our cold feet.
We the poor know the recipes of generations
of grandmothers who watered the soup and
kept chickens and sold eggs from wicker baskets.
For us, luxury is one orange in winter—a glowing ball
in our hands when everything else is grey.
Our children invent games in summer streets
and rush laughing into the opened hydrant’s cool
and silvery water. It’s true they gather coal jiggled 
from the wagon as it crosses streetcar tracks, and 
sometimes acting worse than imps, they taunt 
the driver to throw coal chunks at them in anger. 
Their pickings warm us. With no bankable legacy
and earning daily bread day to day, we teach
our children how to survive above crime,
how to live with the decency of laundered
and darned hand-me-downs, how to be happy
or at least content—or at least accepting,
with the work of our muscles, with the words
of our songs, with the steadiness of our rosaries.

© 2018 Susan Maxwell Campbell
All rights reserved
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When a Woman Makes Her Home

When a woman 
makes her home 
beside a pathway
beaten through the forest
by the passing of a bear, 
she aligns herself with ancient
atavistic wildness of heart.

When the bear beats a path 
into the forest floor
(shaggy feet thumping, 
puffs of dust arising)
he aligns himself with archetypal patterns
of relationship, affinities 
of spirit mysterious and mad 
no ratiocination can explain. 

They need never meet, 
may simply gaze
upon each other from afar 
or recognize a subtle shift 
in pheromonal air 
to know a kindred soul 
burns bright within their orbit
and rejoice.

© 2017 Christine Irving
All rights reserved
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A World Through Windows

mixed media
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Windows

Are windows ... like eyes?
Except

they look in both ... directions
A connection to the world

Maybe they are more like dreams;
wandering in other’s space and time

Offering an endless slide show
Look somebody leans out ... watering flowers

Hanging a scarf on a clothing line
A mother’s call to end the play

Lover’s eyes ... glued to the street below
No ...

Maybe ... windows are ... more like poems
Apertures ... to mind’s inner vision

© 2017 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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XXVII  

In the search for greatness,
our path becomes narrow
and we are given too many
words for what we want.

A great man is not 
afraid of death

nor does he lack
or lose respect for all.

He bleeds like us, drinks and smokes
but is not lost.

A great man can be masked behind a struggle.
He’s fighting with the world and himself.

A great man goes the distance and dies,
without a mention, selfless but true.

He seeks but cannot confess 
or claim to be.

A great man is a grand scheme
because he too can break a heart.

© 2016 J. Dallas Guill
All rights reserved
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History of  Merging Visions
a collaborative exhibit of art and poetry

What began as a casual conversation between two members of the 
Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA), one of whom was also a member of 
the Visual Arts Society of Texas (VAST) Board, grew into the collab-
orative exhibit that became known as Merging Visions. Recognizing 
that strong visual imagery can occur when reading many poems, they 
discussed the possibility of pairing poetry with art, and displaying the 
two in an exhibition for the community. After hearing the idea, both 
VAST and DPA Boards promptly agreed there would be an interest in 
such an exhibit and each should proceed in presenting it to their re-
spective memberships.
In 2007, representatives from DPA and VAST formed a committee who 
worked to formulate the basis of the exhibit: the name, the contracts 
and process through which the artist and poet could ‘pair’ their works, 
the development of a logo, and many other details. It was decided 
either the artist or the poet could initiate the process. April was select-
ed as an appropriate month for the exhibit as it would coincide with 
National Poetry Month.
By fall, the Denton Public Library agreed to co-sponsor the exhibit 
by hosting the exhibition in the branch libraries. Emily Fowler Cen-
tral Library and North Branch Library hosted the first exhibit in April 
2008. The newly expanded South Branch Library joined as a third 
site for the exhibit in the year 2011. The exhibition relocated to the 
Meadows Gallery at the Patterson-Appleton Arts Center in 2014, and 
the Greater Denton Arts Council joined as a co-sponsor. At that time, 
a “Peoples’ Choice Award” was added to allow attendees of the exhibit 
to vote on which 3 poets and artists created the best ‘pairings.’ After 
each exhibit, copies of the catalog have been permanently placed in the 
three branches of the Denton Public Library. In the fall of 2014, the 
Special Collections Department in the University of North Texas Li-
braries indicated they would like to archive a single copy of each con-
secutive issue of the Collections catalog.
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Since the Poetry Society of Texas considers poetry seen in the exhibi-
tion to have been published, and therefore not eligible for competition, 
VAST and DPA worked to commemorate each year’s entries beginning 
in 2011 by publishing a catalog in which the paired works would be 
displayed. VAST approached, and received, a grant from the Denton 
Benefit League (DBL) in 2011 to cover the costs of printing the first 
catalog, entitled, Collections I. Copies of the catalog were given to each 
branch library to distribute among interested patrons. This marks the 
ten year anniversary of our Merging Visions exhibition and eight years 
of catalog production, generously supported this year by VAST member 
Gail Cope. Most other major costs are divided between VAST and DPA. 
Each year, volunteers from VAST and DPA accomplish the remarkable 
task of producing both an exhibit and its accompanying color catalog. 
The catalog also underscores the basic theme of this endeavor, that 
collaboration and new perspectives benefit everyone. Through it, the 
artist, the poet, and the viewer continue to share the ‘voice’ these two 
forms of art lend to each other.
We are glad you chose to join us in celebrating these written and visu-
al arts..
 --- Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA)
 --- Visual Arts Society of Texas (VAST)
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Denton Poets’ Assembly
DPA Mission and Goals
Denton Poets’ Assembly, a chapter of the Poetry Society of Texas and 
the National Federation of State Poetry Societies, was founded in 2005.
Our vision statement: To provide a safe place in which to share, read 
and learn more about poetry as a supportive and creative community.

Membership
Membership is open to poets and poetry lovers who wish to support 
each other and poetry writing in the Denton County area. No dues are 
required for membership.
Meetings are held the third Saturday of each month, from 10:00 a.m. 
until noon, at the Emily Fowler Central Library, 502 Oakland Street, 
Denton, Texas.

For More Information
Visit our website at www.DentonPoetsAssembly.weebly.com or contact 
Richard L. Weatherly, President, at weatherlyr@sbcglobal.net
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Visual Arts Society of Texas
VAST Mission and Goals
Organized in 1975, the Visual Arts Society of Texas seeks to further 
community appreciation for and participation in the visual arts, pro-
vides opportunities for developing artists’ skills and expression, and 
offers fellowship with people of similar interests.
VAST describes its mission as follows: Artists and community connect-
ing to create and celebrate visual arts!

Membership
Those individuals desiring membership in VAST may join by paying 
the required dues. Membership is available at student, individual,  
educator, family, and supporting levels.
Monthly meetings featuring art demonstrations/lectures are held  
September through May generally on the first Wednesday of the 
month, 6:45-9 p.m. at the Patterson-Appleton Arts Center, Denton.

For More Information
Visit our website at www.VASTarts.org or contact Mindy Faubion,  
President, at 214-450-2333 or mindyfaubion@gmail.com
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